CPC - COOPERATIVE PATENT CLASSIFICATION

B PERFORMING OPERATIONS; TRANSPORTING
(NOTES omitted)

SHAPING

B25 HAND TOOLS; PORTABLE POWER-DRIVEN TOOLS; MANIPULATORS
(NOTE omitted)

B25F COMBINATION OR MULTI-PURPOSE TOOLS NOT OTHERWISE PROVIDED FOR; DETAILS OR COMPONENTS OF PORTABLE POWER-DRIVEN TOOLS NOT PARTICULARLY RELATED TO THE OPERATIONS PERFORMED AND NOT OTHERWISE PROVIDED FOR { (machines or arrangements of machines for performing specified combinations of different metal-working operations not covered by a single other subclass B23P 23/00 and subgroups)

NOTE
This subclass does not cover tools having a clear primary function as well as one or more secondary functions. Those tools are covered by the relevant subclass for tools having such primary function and are, thus, not classified in group B25F 1/00 or B25F 3/00 of this subclass.

1/00 Combination or multi-purpose hand tools
(associations of tools for different working operations with one portable power-drive means B25F 3/00; (combined stapling and punching tools B25C 5/02(14))

1/003 . (of pliers’, scissors’- or wrench-type with at least one movable jaw (B25F 1/006 takes precedence))

1/006 . (with percussion tool-heads or -blades, e.g. hammers, axes)

1/02 . with interchangeable or adjustable tool elements

1/04 . wherein the elements are brought into working positions by a pivoting or sliding movement

3/00 Associations of tools for different working operations with one portable power-drive means; Adapters therefor

5/00 Details or components of portable power-driven tools not particularly related to the operations performed and not otherwise provided for

5/001 . (Gearings, speed selectors, clutches or the like specially adapted for rotary tools)

5/003 . (Stops for limiting depth in rotary hand tools (for drilling tools: B23B 49/00(3))

5/005 . (Hydraulic driving means)

5/006 . (Vibration damping means)

5/008 . (Cooling means)

5/02 . Construction of casings, bodies or handles
(B25F 5/006, B25F 5/008 take precedence)

5/021 . . . (with guiding devices (guiding devices for hand tools on stands or supports B25H 1/0078))

5/022 . . . (with incorporated levels)

5/023 . . . (with removably attached levels)

5/024 . . . . . (as part of an auxiliary handle)

5/025 . . . . . (with torque reaction bars for rotary tools)

5/026 . . . . . (in the form of an auxiliary handle (B25F 5/024 takes precedence))

5/027 . . . . . (with storage compartments)